Abstract. Any Neumann quasigroup pQ,¨q (quasigroup with Neumann identity x¨pyzÿ xq " z is called Neumann quasigroup) can be presented in the form x¨y " x´y, where pQ,`q is an abelian group. Automorphism group of Neumann quasigroup coincides with the group AutpQ,`q. Any Schweizer quasigroup (quasigroup with Schweizer identity xy¨xz " zy is called Schweizer quasigroup) is a Neumann quasigroup and vice versa. Any Neumann quasigroup is a GA-quasigroup.
Introduction
Basic concepts and definitions can be found in [1, 11, 14] . Autotopies of Neumann quasigroup, groups of quasiautomorphisms and pseudoautomorphisms, groups of regular permutations of Neumann quasigroup are researched in [4, 5] . Automorphisms, quasautomorphisms, pseudoautomorphisms of Neumann quasigroup are described in [4, 5] . Definition 1. Algebra pQ,¨, {, zq with three binary operations that satisfies the following identities:
x¨pxzyq " y,
py{xq¨x " y,
xzpx¨yq " y,
py¨xq{x " y,
is called an equational quasigroup (often it is called a quasigroup).
Definition 2.
A quasigroup pQ,¨q is said to be Neumann quasigroup if in this quasigroup the identity x¨pyz¨yxq " z
holds true [8, 12, 7] , [15, p. 248 ].
In the articles [8, 15, 7] the following result is pointed out.
Theorem 3. If quasigroup pQ,¨q satisfies the following identity
xy¨z " y¨zx,
then p13q-parastrophe of this quasigroup satisfies Neumann identity (5) .
Notice that the identity (6) has also the following identity as its p13q-parastrophe px¨yzq¨xy " z [7, p. 313], [5] . Definition 4. Quasigroup pQ,¨q is unipotent if and only if x¨x " a for all x P Q and some fixed element a P Q.
Definition 5. Quasigroup pQ,¨q has left unit element (a left unit) if there exists element f (unique) such that f¨x " x for all x P Q. Definition 6. Quasigroup pQ,¨q has right unit element (a right unit) if there exists element e (unique) such that x¨e " x for all x P Q.
Definition 7.
A quasigroup pQ,¨q is said to be left Bol quasigroup if the identity xpy¨xzq " R´1 ex px¨yxq¨z
holds true, where x¨e x " x for any x P Q [3] .
Quasigroup pQ,¨q that satisfies the identity xy¨uv " xu¨yv is called medial. Any medial quasigrop pQ,¨q can be be presented in the form x¨y " ϕx`ψy`d, where pQ,`q is an abelian group, ϕ, ψ P AutpQ,`q, ϕψ " ψϕ, element d is a fixed element of the set Q [1, 11] .
Definition 8. A quasigroup pQ,¨q is said to be Moufang quasigroup if the identity
holds true, where f x x " x for any x P Q [3] .
Core of any loop pQ,¨q is defined in [1] . Core of Neumann quasigroup is defined in [6] .
Definition 9. Groupoid pQ,˝q of the form x˝y " x¨yx, where pQ,¨q is Neumann quasigroup, is called core of this quasigroup [6] .
Definition 10. The set N r " ta P Q | x¨py¨aq " px¨yq¨a for all x, y P Qu is called a right nucleus of quasigroup pQ,¨q [11] .
Definition 11. A bijection θ of a set Q is called a right pseudoautomorphism of a quasigroup pQ,¨q if there exists at least one element c P Q such that
for all x, y P Q, i.e., pθ, R c θ, R c θq is an autotopy a quasigroup pQ,¨q. The element c is called a companion of θ [11, 9, 13] . A bijection θ of a set Q is called a left pseudoautomorphism of a quasigroup pQ,¨q if there exists at least one element c P Q such that pc¨θxq¨θy " c¨pθpx¨yqq (10) for all x, y P Q, i.e., pL c θ, θ, L c θq is an autotopy a quasigroup pQ,¨q. The element c is called a companion of left pseudoautomorphism θ [11, 9, 13] .
Notice, in [1] right pseudoautomorphism is called a left pseudoautomorphism and vice versa. The set of all left (right) pseudoautomorphisms of a quasigroup pQ,¨q forms the group LP pQ,¨q (RP pQ,¨q, respectively) [11, 13] .
Definition 12.
If the group of the third components of the group LP pQ,¨q of quasigroup pQ,¨q acts transitively on the set Q, then quasigroup pQ,¨q is called left G-quasigroup [9] .
If the group of the third components of the group RP pQ,¨q of quasigroup pQ,¨q acts transitively on the set Q, then quasigroup pQ,¨q is called right G-quasigroup [9] .
Theorem 13. Any quasigroup with at least one non-trivial right pseudoautomorphism has right identity element;
Any quasigroup with at least one non-trivial left pseudoautomorphism has left identity element [1, 11] Proof. We put in the identity (6) x " e z . Then we have e z y¨z " y¨ze z " yz, e z y " y. Therefore element e z is left unity of quasigroup pQ,¨q, i.e., e z¨x " x for all x P Q. Let be e z " f .
Suppose that in the identity (6) x " f . Then yz " y¨zf and after cancellation z " zf . Therefore the element f is the unity element of quasigroup pQ,¨q, i.e., quasigroup pQ,¨q is a loop.
If we substitute in the identity (6) y " f , then we obtain that loop pQ,¨q is commutative. Applying commutativity to the identity (6) we obtain associative identity yz¨x " y¨zx.
Theorem 15. Any Neumann quasigroup pQ,¨q is isotope of an abelian group pQ,`q of the form x¨y " x´y.
Proof. The proof follows from Theorems 3, 14 and the following fact ([2, p. 53]) : (13)-parastrophe pQ,¨q of IP-loop (it is obvious, that any abelian group pQ,`q is an IP-loop) is its isotope of the form pε, ρ, εq, i.e., x¨y " x´y, because in abelian groups ρ " I, where x`Ix " 0 for all x P Q.
Theorem 16. Any autotopy of Neumann quasigroup pQ,¨q has the form:
where Là , L`b, Là`b are translations of abelian group pQ,`q, θ P AutpQ,`q.
Proof. From Theorem 15 it follows that quasigroup pQ,¨q is isotope of commutative group pQ,`q of the form pε, I, εq, I 2 " ε, Iθ " θI for any θ P AutpQ,`q. Any autotopy of group pQ,`q has the form pLà , Lb , Là`bqθ, where translations and automorphism are the same as it pointed out in formulation of Theorem 16 [1, 14] .
Autotopy groups of isotopic quasigroups are conjugate [1, 14] . Then we have:
since ILb θI " L`bθ.
Corollary 17. In Neumann quasigroups pQ,¨q AutpQ,¨q " AutpQ,`q.
Proof. Automorphism is an autotopy with equal components. The rest follows from Theorem 16.
Corollary 18. Any autotopy of Neumann quasigroup pQ,¨q has the form:
where L¨a, L¨I b , L¨a¨I b are translations of quasigroup pQ,¨q, θ 1 " Iθ P AutpQ,`q " AutpQ,¨q [5] .
Proof. From Theorem 15 we have x¨y " x`Iy, x`y " x¨Iy, Lx y " L¨xIy.
It is clear that given above forms of autotopy of Neumann quasigroup pQ,¨q are not unique. In [5, Theorem 7] the following form of autotopy of Neumann quasigroup pQ,¨q is given:
where θ P AutpQ,¨q, s, t are fixed elements of quasigroup pQ,¨q.
We list some properties of Neumann quasigroups proved in [4, 5] . Now we can use Theorem 15 by proving many of them.
Corollary 19.
Any Neumann quasigroup pQ,¨q is unipotent and has right unit element;

any loop which is isotope of Neumann quasigroup is a commutative group;
any Neumann quasigroup is a medial quasigroup; 4. any Neumann quasigroup is a left Bol quasigroup;
any Neumann quasigroup is a Moufang quasigroup;
core of Neumann quasigroup is a distributive groupoid;
7. right nucleus of Neumann quasigroup pQ,¨q consists of elements of the set Q such that a "´a;
Proof. We can use Theorem 15. Case 6. Taking into account Theorem 15 we can rewrite definition of core of Neumann quasigroup in the following form: x˝y " 2¨x´y, where pQ,`q is an abelian group.
We check that groupoid pQ,˝q is right distributive. We can rewrite the identity of right distributivity px˝yq˝z " px˝zq˝py˝zq in the form: the left part px˝yq˝z " 2p2x´yq´z " 4x´2y´z; the right part px˝zq˝py˝zq " 2p2x´zq´p2y´zq " 4x´2z´2y`z " 4x´2y´z.
Comparing both right sides of the last two equalities we obtain announced result. The proof for left distributivity is similar. The identity x˝py˝zq " px˝yq˝px˝zq has the form: the left part x˝py˝zq " 2x´2y`z; the right part px˝yq˝px˝zq " 2p2x´yq´p2x´zq " 4x´2y´2x`z " 2x´2y`z. Case 7. We have x¨py¨aq " x´py´aq " x´y`a, px¨yq¨a " x´y´a.
Definition 20. Quasigroup pQ,¨q with identity
is called Schweizer quasigroup [7, p. 313] .
By proving of the next theorem we have used Prover 9 [10] .
Theorem 21. Any Schweizer quasigroup pQ,¨q is a Neumann quasigroup and vice versa.
Proof. ùñ We use the form of Neumann quasigroup (Theorem 15). Then identity (15) takes the form: left part yz¨yx " y´z´py´xq " x´z; right part x¨z " x´z. Then any Schweizer quasigroup is a Neumann quasigroup [4] . ðù We prove that from the identity (15) follows the identity (5).
Here we use Schweizer identity in the form yx¨yz " zx. If in this identity we make substitution x Ñ yzx, use the identity (1) and obtain the following identity:
x¨yz " z¨pyzxq or, after changing of variables x Ø z we have x¨pyzzq " z¨pyxq.
If in identity (16) we put x " y, z Ñ x, and use the identity (1), the we have
From the identity (17) we have that the element e " yy is the right unit element in quasigroup pQ,¨q.
If we put in the identity (15) z " e, then we have
If in the identity (18) we substitute the left side of the identity (15) in the form zx¨zy " yx, the we obtain Neumann identity in the form x¨pzy¨zxq " y. Therefore, any Neumann quasigroup is a Sweizer quasigroup.
Corollary 22. Any Sweizer quasigroup pQ,¨q is isotope of an abelian group pQ,`q of the form x¨y " x´y.
Proof. The proof follows from Theorems 21 and 15.
G-property of Neumann quasigroups
We start from the following definition.
Definition 23. A bijection α of a set Q is called a right A-pseudoautomorphism of a quasigroup pQ,¨q, if there exists a bijection β of the set Q such that the triple pα, β, βq is an autotopy of quasigroup pQ,¨q.
A bijection β of a set Q is called a left A-pseudoautomorphism of a quasigroup pQ,¨q, if there exists a bijection α of the set Q such that the triple pα, β, αq is an autotopy of quasigroup pQ,¨q [14, Definition 1.159].
We shall denote the above listed components of autotopies using the letter Π with various indexes as follows: b " 0 (20)
for fixed b P Q.
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 16. 
for all elements a P Q, where Là is a translation of the group pQ,`q. From equalities (21) and (22) it follows that the groups 3 Π A r and 3 Π A l act transitively on the set Q. The last means that any Neumann quasigroup pQ,¨q is a GA-quasigroup.
Notice, Neumann quasigroup is left G-quasigroup [5, Theorem 3] in sense of definition of V. D. Belousov [1] . From the last result it follows that Neumann quasigroup is GA-quasigroup which is not right G-quasigroup in sense of V. D. Belousov.
